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4. statistical hadronization and strangeness
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strangeness in hadronic reactions
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strangeness in the QGP
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strangeness in the QGP
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quark composition of the QGP
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chemical freeze-out

 natural ordering: Tc > Tcf > Tkin

Tkin

Tcf

Tc is critical temperature of QGP
phase transition
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thermal energy and population of hadronic states
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valence strange quarks for 
different colliding systems
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strangeness enhancement in Pb-Pb 
relative to pPb collisions
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measurement of production yields of identified hadrons
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measurement of production yields of identified hadrons
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particle production in central AA collisions
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4.2 statistical hadronization model 
and hadron yields
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grand-canonical ensemble – large volume 
limit of canonical thermodynamics
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partition function:

particle densities:

for every conserved quantum number there is a chemical
potential:

but can use conservation laws to constrain

   baryon number:

   strangeness:

   charge:

    only 2 free parameters left

grand canonical ensemble and application to data from 
high energy heavy ion collisions 

   fit at each energy
   provides T and μb
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compute primary thermal occupation probability for each particle species
    
spectrum of hadrons involves all confirmed hadronic states as of PDG compilation

implement all strong decays according to PDG 
   (example: for T=160 MeV, 80% of all pions come from strong decays)

compute for a grid of (T,μb)  χ2 value between statistical ensemble calculation 
and data

minimize χ2 to obtain for each beam energy and collision system best set of (T,μb)

comparison to experimental data
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S-matrix correction to
take account of pion-
nucleon phase shifts
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consider situation at Tch = 176 MeV first
  rate of change of density for nin ingoing and nout outgoing particles

  with

   the phase space factor Φ depends on  √s
   needs to be weighted by the probability f(s) that multi-particle scattering 
   occurs at a given  value of √s
   evaluate numerically in Monte-Carlo using thermal momentum distribution
   typical reactions
  
   assume cross section equal to the measured one for
  
 at proper energy above threshold, i.e.  √s = 3.25 GeV  σ = 6.4 mb

 compute matrix element and use for rate of 

Evaluation of multi-strange baryon yield as most
challenging test case
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reaction                                   leads to

can achieve final density starting from only pions and kaons at τ = 0 in 
an interval of  τΩ = 2.2 fm/c

similarly one obtains
                                   for
and 
                                   
                                   for

Evaluation of multi-strange baryon yield

that

that
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why do all particle yields show 
one common freeze-out T?

 density of particles varies rapidly
 (factor 2 within 8 MeV) with T near 
 the phase transition due to increase
 in degrees of freedom.

 also: system spends time at Tc                  
          volume has to triple (entropy cons.)

 multi-particle collisions are strongly
        enhanced at high density and lead to
               chem. equilibrium very near to Tc

 independent of cross section 

 all particles freeze out within narrow
 temperature interval Lattice QCD by F. Karsch et al.

priv. communication
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Density dependence of characteristic time for multi-strange
baryon production

  near phase transition particle density
varies rapidly with T   (see previous
slide)
  for SPS energies and above reaction

such as    2π+KKK→ Ω Nbar  bring multi-
strange          baryons close to
equilibrium rapidly
  in region around Tc equilibration time 

   τΩ  is proportional to T-60! 
  increase nπ  by 1/3: τ = 0.2 fm/c

 (corresponds to increase in T by 8 MeV)
   decrease nπ by 1/3: τ = 27 fm/c
  all particles freeze out within a very

    narrow temperature window due to
    the  extreme temperature sensitivity of
    multi-particle reactions
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in the early universe freeze-out happened 
after order of 0.1 s

P.Braun-Munzinger, J. Wambach, 
Rev. Mod. Phys. 81 (2009)1031

isentropic expansion and full chemical
equilibrium between 
hadrons, leptons, photons

plus: 
charge neutrality
net lepton number = net baryon number
constant entropy per baryon

hadro-chemical freeze-out quite
different at 0.1 s and μB ≈ 0.9 GeV

75% p
2 10-5 d
8 10-5 3He
24.5% 4He
1.5 10-10 7Li

while at LHC
factor 300 for
every nucleon
added
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